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I. Introduction

Columbia Country Club is exceptional.
It is exceptional for many reasons, but we have observed the following three traits that are not present at every club:
-The Membership is a virtuous group. The Membership is accomplished yet humble, shrewd yet both honest and fair, and playful yet responsible with the future of the
Club. Jovial banter, laughter, and wide smiles are evident everywhere. Most importantly to our planning, the Membership is passionate- passionate about Columbia! The
love for the Club’s property, the traditions, and its fellow Members is refreshing. The Columbia Country Club culture, passed down from generation to generation is
unlike any other.
As golf course designers, this passion translated to thorough study during frequent and quite lengthy Committee and planning meetings, but this document is so much
better off for it. The insights offered by many Members have driven the design decisions within the Master Plan. This plan is truly a collective effort between the Club
and McDonald.
During this time together, we have come to understand what “A warm Columbia welcome” truly means.
-The golf course property is inspiring. The terrain flows from hole-to-hole providing just enough relief and quirk to the round of golf without detracting from the
experience. The routing lays upon the landforms in a natural manner. The green surfaces are artfully conceived and fit the landscape amazingly well. From the
opening tee shot (practically taken from the clubhouse’s patio) to “Oasis” returning through the long valley, it is a joy to walk the Columbia grounds.

Our golf course planning is enhanced by the understanding that Columbia’s golf course is not at all broken. This document perhaps smooths a few rough edges; but
for the most part, the Master Plan allows Columbia to be Columbia and assumes a “less is more” philosophy to the proposed improvements.
-The tradition at the club is distinct. Past Members and their celebrated guests, past events and championships, and the more abstract traditions of every day Club life
enhance the Columbia experience. On the golf course, even the traditional turf types grown on the green and fairway surfaces augment the traditional effect of the
Club.
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Despite the tradition present at the Club, the golf course has been evolving over time. Fairways have shrunk. Trees have been
planted, removed, and then planted again. Bunkers have been added and deleted. Greens have been rebuilt. The resulting course is
luckily not weakened by these changes and is instead endeared by the Membership, and the Master Plan strives to protect and enhance
this evolved facility. Thus, the Master Plan is not a restoration vision. However, the Master Plan does make a concentrated effort to
revert towards more historic styling during the upcoming renovations. The plan also attempts to revert the unbridled advancements
in golf technology where possible, all while utilizing modern design technology and construction methods and materials to create a
more playable, maintainable, and attractive round of golf.

Original Design:
Herbert Barker (1910), with assistance from Walter Harban
6,135 Yards, Par 74

Walter J. Travis (1916)
William Flynn
Edmund Ault
George/Tom Fazio
Tom Clark
Algie Pulley
Russell Roberts
Bob Walton

Columbia’s Past Designers
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Many of the images included with McDonald Design Group’s Master Plan materials have been taken from Columbia Country Club, One Hundred Years of Spirited
History 1898-1998 (this sentence is perhaps one of the most informal appendixes of all time). We have reviewed countless club history documents, all inferior to
Columbia’s. We encourage all Club Members to all take it down from the shelf and read it again. The characters, the antics, history, tradition, and respect paid to
long-tenured employees is special; and above all, the great pride taken in a great Club is clear.
A special thank you is owed to “Dr. Dan”, Mr. Daniel Esposito, for his work shepherding the Master Plan through the process. Many Members and Club Staff worked tirelessly towards the
creation of the plan, but Dr. Dan certainly went above and beyond over the past few years.
McDonald is pleased and proud to partner with Columbia moving forward. Thank you for your trust. We plan on walking softly across the golf course, adjusting only what is necessary. Even
then, thinking twice before we do so.

55
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II. Master Plan Components
Greens
The Columbia Country Club greens are spectacular. Their size, orientation, and randomly appearing undulations provide a perfect complement to the round
of golf. Their slopes and the consistently quick speeds that the Turf Care Team can achieve on the poa annua surfaces provide a great deal of the golf
course’s defense. Some of Columbia’s greens have been altered over time but the set of greens that remain today provide a pleasantly flowing round of golf.
The Master Plan does not outline significant changes to the greens because no such changes are needed (yes, there is a significant difference between a
change and an improvement!). The Master Plan’s conservative approach to the greens will help protect the charm and mystic of the golf course for future
generations.
All the golf course greens may benefit most from proposed improvements outside of the collars including:
-Selective tree removal surrounding the greens: The Club has made significant progress over the past few decades enhancing the growing
environment for the putting surfaces, but a bit more can be done in this area. Selective tree work will not only further improve sunlight for the
turf, but also will improve air circulation and root competition issues as well. Visually, removing excessive framing around the greens will best
support the historic feel of the property while altering the depth perception into the greens for the player.
-Replacing rough surround sod around the greens with clean Turf-Type Tall Fescue sod: The Club has completed some of this work already, but
more surround sod is suggested (and needed). Many neighboring Clubs including Congressional CC and Bethesda CC have undertaken extensive
re-sodding programs recently. The new rough grass sod will provide more predictable lies surrounding the greens and will visually enhance the
greensites with a more uniform and lush stand of grass. Please note that the new irrigation system installation should be undertaken prior to the
sodding of the rough surround grass to ensure that the Club can protect this investment.
-Repositioning select cart paths
further away from the green
surfaces to improve both
the playability and the
aesthetics of the green
surrounds.

The 6th green as shown in the late 1990’s photograph was cast in
shade from nearby trees, as were over half of the greens at the time.

The undulations of the home hole’s green “Oasis” green.
77

The Oak at the back-right of the 3rd green is scheduled for removal within the Plan to aid
in air circulation and prevent competition from the roots stealing nutrients and moisture
from the surrounding turf grass.

1957

The 5th green’s size, shape, and orientation has changed over time.

2017
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The Master Plan does propose green construction/re-construction to the practice facility greens that are outlined
elsewhere within this document. In addition to that, two golf course greens are planned for renovation.
The contouring of the 10th Hole’s putting surface is extreme (it is important to remember that Columbia’s greens
were originally envisioned and sculpted before Stimpmeters and before modern machinery that is capable of
clipping turf at less than 1/8” height). The slope of the 10 th’s putting surface renders a great deal of the green
surface un-cuppable. This in turn limits the pin distribution over the green (and playing variety) for the golfer
and limits the ability to spread turf wear out on the green as well.
The Master Plan outlines a program to maintain the basic concept of the green (and the bold ridgeline that bisects
the green) and only soften the green as much is as necessary to create fair hole locations. The concept also
slightly expands the green at the lower-left corner of the green (and left fairway approach) to improve the set-up
variety of the green. The result will be a more interesting, enjoyable, and fair round of golf. In total, the amount
of green area that can receive a pin location (less than a 3% slope within a 7’ offset surrounding the green
perimeter) is to be increased by a factor of three. This green is not to be totally re-built or dramatically changed,
it is just to be altered only as much as is necessary to create a more playable condition.

The existing slope analysis
and proposed adjustment
comparison to the 10th green
illustrates the excessive slope
and the potential pinnable
area gained following the
modification. The red color
outlines the most extreme
slopes, followed by orange,
yellow, and then varying
shades of greens (which are
the slowest pitched portions
of the green).
99

The 14th green surface must be moved and 10-12 yards forward (closer to the 14th tee) due to the Purple Line as the track/Capital Crescent Trail footprint that is
being enlarged to the northwest side of the tracks. The green will not be shifted prior to the Purple Line construction to allow for any potential modifications in
strategy following the track’s construction.
The 14th putting surface has been surveyed. These data points have been stored and can be used to recreate the putting contours that the Membership currently
enjoys within ¼”. This means that the green design can be nearly perfectly replicated in its new forward location. The goal of this shift is to make it appear that
green has always been resting in its new location. When the green is repositioned, it will maintain its strong diagonal axis, and the fairway run-off that guards the
left side of the green will be replicated as well. The green will be constructed by harvesting and re-installing the existing poa annua turf, and the growing medium
mix to be installed will be tested to provide similar firmness of the other Columbia greens. Again, future consistency and a seamless golf experience is our goal
with the #14 green renovation.

The stored green slope analysis data will allow for the reconstruction of the 14 th
green in its new location.
10

Tees
The Master Plan outlines only selective tee improvements, meaning many of the existing tees will remain unaltered. These renovated tees (and surrounds) will be
addressed for many differing reasons:
-Par three teeing sizes are sometimes inadequate to handle the divot pressure of iron shots. Tees on Holes #13 & #16 will be enlarged to both increase
teeing size and to also increase flexibility in yardage to accommodate both better and weaker players.
-Several tees will be renovated to accommodate another improvement or change. This includes the Hole #2 tees for the Purple L ine work and #8 tees for
the Snack Shack short game area.
-Tees may be renovated to provide an improved playing angle into the fairway or green.
-Yardage is being increased for Black Tee players by a total of 82 yards through the construction of seven tees.
-Forward tee(s) are to be constructed on a total of ten holes. These improvements create more playable golf holes, larger and more refined surfaces, and
preferred playing angles into the fairways for higher handicap players.
-While the tees are renovated, select cart paths will also be modified to compliment the new complexes. In total, 15 paths will be renovated near tee boxes
to improve the beauty and traffic flow surrounding the tees.
-Please note that new, fresh dew walks (low cut courtesy walking paths that interconnect the teeing grounds with the fairways) are to be added throughout
the golf course. The dew walks will accentuate Columbia’s rectangular “formal style” tees.
The Master Plan increases the scorecard yardage differential by 145 yards through the selective lengthening and shortening of individual tee boxes which increases
this spread by 10% over the existing conditions. By exaggerating the spread, the enjoyment of the golf course for the Club’s longest and shortest hitters will be
improved.

The relocated cart path at Hole #7 tee improves the access to
the tee and the presentation of the 6th hole as well. The new
teeing angle on Hole #7 will compliment the Master Plan’s
vision for the fairway landing area.

The Master Plan is anticipating a phased implementation program. Tee construction is a perfect “piecemeal” improvement that can be plugged into multiple years
of improvements. In contrast, the renovated bunkers should be completed in a relatively short period of time to ensure consistency in playability and styling.

Columbia’s new tees will be built with optimum drainage and growing medium material.

The proposed new Black Tee for Hole #3 will offer an incredible challenge into the fairway. This tee is
made possible by the re-routing of the cart path near #2 green.

11
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Fairways
The fairways at Columbia Country Club are special in two ways. First, they lay upon some of the most interesting, varied, and
rumpled topography that exists within the Mid-Atlantic region. These landforms are visually spectacular and add to the
challenge of the layout because so few flat lies are drawn by the player. The player must negotiate these canting lies for their
approach shots, but they must also plan for the exaggerated run-out from the tee on many of Columbia’s cross-sloped fairways.
Secondly, the ryegrass fairway turf is the optimum fairway turf for Columbia Country Club. Given the rolling topography, a
tighter, faster rolling turf like bentgrass would lead to clustered fairway divoting at the lows of each hollow (for the balls that
stayed in the fairway at all). Ryegrass also provides a fraction more “friendlier” lie for average players, meaning the ball sits up
a bit more when compared to bentgrass turf.
The ryegrass turf does have drawbacks however. Ryegrass is susceptible to intense levels of disease pressure during D.C.’s wet
and hot summer months. Also, the darker green hues of Columbia’s fairways do not provide impactful visual contrast to the
surrounding rough grass turf. While rye is the correct path for the Club, the Master Plan focuses on how to mitigate these
inherent drawbacks.
Agronomically, Columbia’s rye fairways can be supported with an improved irrigation system during time of drought (the
Club’s irrigation system is covered elsewhere) and improved drainage during wetter periods. Fairway drainage improvements
are planned for 14 of Columbia’s golf holes. These improvements include pipe ranging in size from 2” to 18” in diameter,
both perforated and solid piping, drain inlets, and surface re-grading to facilitate water movement. These drainage
improvements capture and direct surface flow underground in pipes as soon as possible when it is practical. The
improvements also “wick” the soil to alleviate extended periods of super-saturated turf conditions as well, effectively
quickening the recovery time following the storm event. Managing the Mid-Atlantic’s seemingly increasing weather extremes
will provide improved fairway playing surfaces during every season through these infrastructure investments. The result will be
firmer, more predictable fairway conditioning.

Ryegrass fairway turf is the best choice for Columbia, but it surely is labor intensive during the summer
months. A new irrigation system will create a more manageable property for the Turf Care Team.

Fairway drainage improvements on the 10th will both conduct water underground and will quicken the recovery time for chronically wet areas. Please note the areas of water flow during this storm. (and
the ensuing turf damage). Where the Master Plan cannot properly alleviate the drainage concern entirely (low/right side of the fairway), the plan shifts the fairway width to the left side of the hole.
12

The Master Plan cannot impact the color of the ryegrass turf in comparison to the rough grass surrounds. However, the
plan strives to increase the visual definition of the fairways by improving the turf health of the rough surrounds as
discussed later within this section. By growing a healthier stand of rough surround turf, the fairways will effectively
benefit from a bolder “picture frame” from hole-to-hole.
It is important to note that over time the width and overall acreage of the fairways have shrunk. Many trees have been
planted, and as these trees have matured their canopies have encroached on the playing corridors. Eventually, the fairway
edges have naturally constricted. However, the Master Plan is not outlining a strategy to completely restore the width of
the fairways back to their original condition. Golf courses evolve over time, as has Columbia’s Membership’s
expectations and appreciation for the current challenge of the course. While the Plan does outline modest tree
management practices course-wide, a wholesale tree removal program would be required to recapture the original fairway
widths. This approach is not advisable or suggested, as the parkland style course that has evolved is rightfully cherished
by its players.

The Master Plan does create a vision for modest adjustments to the fairway boundaries. The intent of these selective
improvements is to either widen short-hitter’s landing zones (e.g. Hole #1) to promote playability without effecting the
challenge of the longer hitters, or to influence thoughtful and strategic play for all players. (e.g. Hole #5). Regardless, the
course’s existing fairway turf is to be harvested and re-installed elsewhere where it can have a greater playability impact.

These comparative 1957 and 2013 aerial images of the 10th, 11th, and 12th holes illustrate the
narrowing of the fairways over time.

The widths of the 1st fairway will be selectively modified to increase the playability for the less skilled
without creating an easier course for the Club’s crack players.
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Columbia’s ryegrass fairways that roll across the Club’s rumpled ground are beautiful, but can be further
enhanced with improved rough grass framing to increase the visual definition of each hole.

Please note the larger fairways and the lack of surrounding trees in 1957.

Playability and strategy is enhanced by select fairway adjustments on many of Columbia’s holes.

14

Fairway Approaches
Arguably, the Columbia Country Club golf facility’s most important amenity is its set of putting surfaces. The greens are artfully
sculpted and provide a stiff challenge for even the most accomplished player. In turn, it is vital that the fairway approaches be
developed to best showcase the beauty and strategy of the green surfaces. The Master Plan looks to improve the fairway approaches
on a total of 10 golf holes.
Select approach adjustments are intended to facilitate an improved ground game for players running their ball onto the green. This
is an ideal change to improve the enjoyment of the course for the shorter hitter all while not making the course overly easy for
longer/more accomplished players, whom in general play an aerial approach game into the greens. Approaches are widened in this
manner on holes #4 and #5. Please note that many approaches will also be widened, although more modestly, immediately next to
each bunker to compliment the more abrupt bunker face design and corresponding 1st cut rough grassing scheme.
Some fairway approaches are being widened to facilitate a “smart-miss” option for the player. This means that a player may elect to
not challenge a greenside hazard, and instead positions her ball to a side of the green (short-left or short-right) to gain a recovery
shot advantage on the next swing. This concept is key for average bogey-golf players by allowing that player to incorporate strategy
into their round of golf as well even if they are unable to reach the green in regulation. These rather “friendly” fairway expansions
occur on numerous holes including:
Hole #1: Left-side expansion, in conjunction with the alternate green removal
Hole #6: Right-side expansion, in conjunction with the revised bunkering/mounding/cart path routing scheme
Hole #12: Left-side expansion, in conjunction with the revised bunkering scheme
Hole #15: Modest right-side expansion prior to greenside bunker

This 1957 aerial illustrates widened fairway approaches on the 9 th and 11th greens.
McDonald’s proposed bunkering and grassing scheme will be re-creating these
bunker/grassing relationships.

The home hole’s fairway approach once blended attractively with a practice teeing ground
which allowed the Club to maximize its small acreage.
15
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Fairway approach run-offs are also included to create a short-cut turf hazard that will propel the ball further from the putting surface
if missed on the improper side of the green. These “hurting” fairway approach expansions are ideal hazards because they allow the
ball to bumped (with a low-lofted club) or even putted back up to the green by high-handicappers but present numerous options for
better players to make a proper club selection given the situation. A new bold fairway run-off is to be introduced alongside the left
side of the 3rd green that will provide this exact sporty recovery shot variety. Although the 14 th green is to be relocated following the
Purple Line construction, the penalizing left greenside run-off will be re-created to preserve this memorable design feature.
Columbia Country Club is not a large property. Across the small property, golf holes oftentimes come in close proximately to one
another. The Master Plan strives to promote and enhance this “coziness” by blending adjacent golf features together through
attractive grassing patterns. The new fairway run-off on Hole #3 will soon blend seamlessly with the renovated 4 th teeing ground
and the 15th tee will soon blend with the 17th green’s extended collar cut. Small additions to the golf experience like these two
features will enhance the overall charm and positive “quirk” of Columbia’s historic property.

Like an expert billiards player leaving the cue ball with an ideal angle for the next shot, widened
fairway approaches at Columbia Country Club will promote the same thoughtful play.

The 3rd Hole’s extended fairway approach run-off will not only add
shot value to the approach and subsequent recovery shot, but will also
link the green site into the next teeing ground.
16

Rough Surrounds
Improvements in Columbia’s rough surrounds, and in turn raising the height of rough cut to 3.5”, are intended to
provide a key component in stiffening the challenge of the golf course for better players with higher swing speeds
(which creates the opportunity for more exaggerated off-line flight paths). While shorter-hitting players will also have
to contend with lusher rough grass, they will simultaneously be benefitting from widened shorter fairway landing areas
and fairway approaches (as short hitters tend to run their balls onto the putting surface with a less-lofted club). All
players will be benefitting from the enhanced framing the improved rough conditioning will provide the ryegrass
fairways.
The roughs are proposed to be enhanced by:
-Improved irrigation coverage will promote the cool season rough varieties and aid the Tall Fescue in
out-competing the existing common bermudagrass.
-Improved drainage throughout the property will improve rough turf health.
-Cart path extensions will alleviate turf stress on marginal weather days.
-Selective tree work that will improve the rough sod growing environments
-Re-sodding the green surrounds with Turf-Type Tall Fescue Sod will immediately improve rough conditioning
in these high importance areas.
It is important to note that while rough conditioning is a serious topic of improvement within the plan, we are still
discussing improving these periphery areas… that is a testament to the efforts of the Turf Care Team and the support
of the Membership to fund those efforts! After stating that, please understand that these rough improvements cannot
be successfully implemented until the needed infrastructure investments listed above are completed. We are afraid that
attempting to significantly improve the roughs prior to those investments will only lead to frustration and squandered
funds.

Enhancing the Columbia
rough surrounds will aid in the
visual framing of the ryegrass
fairways. These comparative
aerials show the increased
visual definition that bentgrass
fairways provide (at nearby
Chevy Chase Club) in contrast
to Columbia’s fairways. While
ryegrass is the right choice for
Columbia overall, healthier
rough turf will improve the golf
experience at Columbia.
17
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Bunkering
Bunker improvements are perhaps the most impactful component of the Columbia Country Club Master Plan
vision for the player. While a new irrigation system may be the most important, new bunkering will transform the
experience. Why so important? Despite the bunkering’s relatively small footprint, the sand hazards impact so
many aspects of the golf experience. The bunkers impact the aesthetics of the property by offering visual framing
and contrast. Styled correctly, the bunkers can add to the historic charm of the property. Properly placed, the
bunkers can enhance the strategic decision-making requirements and options for the player leading to an exciting
round of golf. Placed improperly, they can add aggravation and frustration to a high-handicap player. Built
properly, the bunkers can lead to consistent, fair, and satisfying lies and stances. Properly built bunkers can also
make a tremendous change to the maintenance inputs and procedures that are required by the Turf Care Team.
Currently, the Columbia bunkers are challenged with shortcomings including:
-Providing sand consistency for the player is difficult. Currently, the bunker floors remain excessively wet
or dry. “Fried egg” lies are often the result of this inconsistency.

-The bunker sand is often contaminated with gravel.
-The bunkers are prone to excessive wash-outs. This is due to rather long grassed faces (and a large surface
area) that drain into the sand, recessed bunker floors that receive surface drainage from 360 degrees
around the bunker perimeter, and “U” shaped bunker floors that create excessive sand flash that is
prone to washing.
-The bunker sand edges have crept vertically overly the years. This leads to playability issues due to soil and
silt infiltration into the bunker sand (in turn, slowing down the drainage capabilities of the sand
increasing the frequency and intensity of sand wash-outs during storm events).
- Due to the recessed bunker floor elevations, the bunker sand is often blind to the player, limiting the
visual impact to the player.

Prior to the Walton renovation, Columbia’s bunkering style had changed over time from the rugged and penal design of
#5’s “Lost Bunkers” (above) to the 1980’s cape and bay styling that is seen in this #8 greenside bunker image (below).

-The recessed bunker floors also create accessibility issues for the Club’s older Members.
-Some of the bunkers are positioned in an undesirable location.
-Some of the bunkers do not enhance the historic charm of the property.
The Master Plan’s objective is to create bunkers that are simultaneously playable, maintainable, and historically
inspiring. Accomplishing all three goals is not necessarily easy to achieve, but it is necessary to create a successful
set of hazards. The construction techniques outlined in the subsequent pages have been developed to improve
these current deficiencies.

18

McDonald’s “six-point plan” for bunker success at Columbia Country Club.

The 9th right side fairway approach bunker is a prime example of a misplaced bunker. This hazard
primarily penalizes the weaker player’s second landing area and rarely comes into play for the
Club’s longer/better players. Preferred golf course design strategy accomplishes just the opposite
conditions. While a bunker has been located here traditionally, it’s footprint has grown over the
previous two bunker renovations. The Master Plan calls for removing the sand hazard but
maintaining the rolling landform to still provide a visual barrier and depth perception hazard for
the player playing down the right side of the fairway.

The washed-out rivulets that entirely circle
the 11th greenside bunker showcase the
challenges that the Turf Care Team now face.
Recontouring the surrounds of the bunkers
and raising/flattening the sand floors will
dramatically aid their maintenance efforts.

This 14th fairway bunker with its long and oval slopes does not respect the history of the property.

19
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The playability, consistency, and maintenance concerns are the target of these improvements. To
summarize, lifting the recessed bunker floors, sharpening the angle of the surrounding grass banks,
and flattening the plane of the sand (eliminating the “U”) will drastically limit the volume of drainage
water that enters the bunkers. Inside the bunker, the Better Billy liner paired with the varying depth of
bunker sand will further prevent wash-outs and will moderate the moisture content of the sand. In
turn, the raised floors will aid the visibility of bunkers and will improve the accessibility of the bunkers.
The steepened grass banks will add to the historic rugged appearance of the hazards.
The key to the successful renovation of the bunkers is balancing the artistic impact of the bunkers with
the functionality of the bunkers (clearly evident as the functionality was not a large enough
consideration during the previous renovation). Luckily, the Master Plan’s bunker construction scheme
will allow for aesthetic improvements simultaneously. The steepened grass banks have been discussed
previously. Please understand that these steep banks are not the easiest to maintain, so the length of
the banks (specifically on the fairway bunkers) will be limited to provide a visual impact throughout
the round of golf but not an overly burdensome level of maintenance. Raising the floors of the
bunkers will bring the sand more into view. This new sand elevation also has another aesthetic
improvement… it will allow for the artful integration of the first-cut rough directly to the edge of the
bunker sand.

This recessed bunker to the right of the 7th fairway showcases the excessive bunker depth that is responsible for
difficult drainage and accessibility issues.

Notice the irregular bunker surround grading in the background
of this 1938 video.

Re-introducing abrupt landforms immediately surrounding the
bunkers as shown will enhance the historic Columbia charm.

The traditional Columbia bunker turf faces were nearly vertical, so much so this bunker face served as a
bench for these gentlemen. Steepening the faces will not only decrease the volume of water flowing into the
bunkers (thus improving the sand conditioning), it will also add to the historic aesthetics of the property.
Faces nearing this verticality will be introduced sparingly, but when introduced they will require optimum
irrigation coverage which is prescribed within this planning document.
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Generally, the placement of most proposed bunkers has respected their current locations. This is
especially true of Columbia’s greenside bunkers. All of Columbia’s bunkers will be modified slightly to
accomplish the design goals outlined earlier. However, select bunkers will undergo more significant
changes. The Master Plan has shifted, relocated, or removed bunkers entirely to accommodate
improvements in golf technology and the length that the ball is now traveling or to improve the
playability of the golf course within the shorter-hitter’s/higher-handicap’s landing zone. Examples of
these edits include:

-#2 Right Fairway Bunker: Has been shifted further from the tee as far as possible while still
providing visibility of the hazard.
-#3 Front Approach Bunker: Has been omitted to allow a run-up approach for higher-handicap
players (please note that the right greenside has also been repositioned to simultaneously defend
the right side of the green from low-handicap players who can attack a tucked right pin).
-#5 Bunker Scheme: Has been altered considerably (along with the fairway line design) to create a
more thought-provoking golf hole. Strategic players will first consider the day’s pin position
prior to choosing their club and line-of-play.
-#6 Right Approach Bunker: Has been removed to facilitate high-handicapper play and to
promote improved cart traffic flow near the green.
-#7 Bunker Scheme: The new collection of fairway and greenside bunkers will defend the short
par four well, and will also allow for the proposed styling and maintenance considerations.
-#8 Right Greenside Bunker: Has been reinstated as originally designed to showcase the
“Redan”-like quality of the green surface.
-#9 First Landing Area: The bunker design has been modified to best challenge the tee shots for
the Club’s longer hitters.

The original #8 greenside bunkers were accentuated with bold rear grass faces.

-#9 Right Approach Bunker: Has been omitted (to the joy of so many at the Club!). A large fair
way roll will be preserved in this location to maintain the originally intended depth perception
issues without dramatically hindering high-handicapper play.
-#11 Right Fairway Bunker: Will be divided into three smaller bunkers. This design will success
fully negotiate the climb in grade with excessively pitching the bunker floor (which would lead to
maintenance concerns), all while protecting the entire length of the right landing area.

-#12 First Left Fairway Bunker: To be omitted to facilitate high-handicapper play (as this bunker
is positioned well short of the better player’s landing zone). The bunker removal also
compliments the new position of the proposed Green Teeing surface.
-#12 Center Approach Bunker: Has been shifted to the left side of the fairway approach to allow
for a slightly wider landing area for players bounding the approaches up and onto the green.
-#18 First Right Fairway Bunker: Has been omitted to ease the driving requirements for the
Club’s shorter/less-skilled players.
The proposed improvements to the Columbia bunkering are exciting. They will be functional yes, but
also attractive. Aesthetically, great bunkers are often enhanced by their surroundings. For instance, a
greenside bunker is always more attractive when positioned next to an artfully sculpted putting surface
and a fairway bunker is more dramatic when carved into an elegantly rolling piece of ground. Luckily,
we are in abundance of both at Columbia!

The original steep #11 fairway bunker faces cast dramatic shadows at the player.
21
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Oakmont’s blending of the first-cut rough into the sand hazards helps visually tie the
entire golf hole together. Columbia’s new sand floor elevations will allow for this
feature as well. Details such as these will further enhance an already great golf
experience at C.C.C.

The “U” shaped floor of the existing #9 right side fairway bunker is to be flattened and the surrounding bunker face is to be sharpened vertically.
Please note how the steep face is exaggerated on the right side of the hazard. Gradually stiffening the face creates an increased penalty for shots hit
more off-line (in this case the recovery shot is slightly more difficult from the right of the bunker than from the left), and allows for the aesthetically
pleasing steep face to the far-right side of the hazard which doesn’t require any shot over that portion of grass face.
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#11’s right fairway bunker will be re-envisioned as three separate
hazards, as originally existed, to negotiate the hillside’s slope.

The Better Billy Bunker Method involves installing typical herringbone drainage within the floor of the bunker, installing a 2”
layer of gravel above the drainage, and the adhering the stone with a polymer (a non-hazardous liquid plastic). The Better Billy
polymer creates a solid bunker base (preventing erosion and contamination) but is also free-draining (allowing infiltration at
over 1,800 inches/hour). This relatively new technology is transforming the way bunkers are built and maintained.

The new Columbia CC bunker sand has been tested to find the
proper balance between sand firmness (for playability) and
infiltration rate (for consistency and maintenance during wet or
dry periods).
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Selective Cart Path Improvements
Regarding the cart paths, not all paths are scheduled for renovation. Many of Columbia’s paths are properly located and
are also in acceptable condition. However, the Master Plan outlines selective improvements that relocates and/or
extends existing paths to create a more efficient path system. The targeted path improvements look to improve:
-Concentrated areas of cart traffic and turf wear (also addressed with curbing to control drainage)
-Chronically wet or otherwise compromised areas
-Inefficient traffic flow or bottleneck areas

-Improperly located paths that hinder the accessibility, playability, or aesthetics of the hole
-Existing damaged paths
Many of Columbia Country Club’s cart paths are located entirely too close to the hole’s putting surface. Not only does
this impact the aesthetics of the hole, but it also compromises the playability of the hole as well. In total, seven green
sites will be enhanced by relocating the cart path further from the putting surface:
-Hole #1: Cart path shifted left in conjunction with the relocation of the westerly Purple Line tunnel

-Hole #2: Cart path relocated to the left side of the hole and green eliminating the path looping entirely around
the rear of the green

The terminus points of the existing path system have provided chronic challenges to the Turf Care Team for
decades as excessive traffic and soil compaction issues prevent the development of healthy turfgrass. Creating
more continuous cart paths and “fish-hooking” select path endpoints (to better distribute concentrated cart
traffic flow) will dramatically improve these conditions.

-Hole #3: Cart path relocated to the right side of the largest #4 teeing surface instead of between the 3 rd green
and 4th tee

-Hole #4: Cart path re-routed behind the green towards the forward tee on Hole #5, eliminating path
interference at the back-left of the putting surface
-Hole #6: Cart path is slightly shifted right near the front of the green, and is also re-routed as to not travel
directly behind the green complex and instead services the 7 th tee from the left side of the tee box
-Hole #13: Cart path is relocated further from the rear of the green as it better services the rear tees on Hole #14
-Hole #17: Cart path is modestly shifted further away from the right side of the green near the 18 th tees
The Master Plan has strived to not allow the location of new cart paths to interfere with the beauty of the golf course.
We all see enough paved surfaces in our day-to-day lives, and Members instead come to the Club to escape those
conditions and to appreciate the fine conditioning provided by the Turf Care Team. However, to best protect the turf,
the Master Plan outlines selective lengthening of the cart trail system to provide a more integrated network of paved
surfaces for golfers to travel upon during days of inclement weather. The Master Plan strikes a balance between the
practicality of extensive cart paving and the aesthetic advantage of limiting the extent of paving throughout the golf
course. Please remember that the proposed cart path program is a key component to the enhancement of the rough
surround conditioning creating a true scoring hazard during more months of the year (in conjunction with the new
irrigation system and drainage improvements).
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Ten golf holes will have the paths extended to protect the turf:
-Hole #1: Located along the left side of the fairway (now continuous)
-Hole #4: Located along the right side of the hole (now continuous)
-Hole #5: Extended left and right side of the fairway (NOT continuous)

-Hole #6: Extended left side of the fairway (NOT continuous)
-Hole #7: Located along the left side of the fairway (now continuous)
-Hole #8: Located along the right side of the hole (now continuous)
-Hole #9: Located along the left side of the fairway, ties in with maintenance compound (now continuous)
-Hole #10: Utilizes existing maintenance service road (now continuous)
-Hole #12: Extended left side of hole (NOT continuous)
-Hole #14: Extended left side to existing service road (now continuous)
This scheme does not provide an entirely continuous cart path routing throughout the property with Holes #5, 6,
11, 12, and 15 not being fully interconnected due to playability and aesthetic concerns. Again, the Master Plan did
not want to hinder the course in this way for the sake of introducing excessive cart paths. When paths are not
connected, the terminus points of the path will be “fish-hooked” to prevent excessive turf damage at the ends of
the paths.

The cart path that wraps around the rear of the 2nd green not only spoils the aesthetics of the green’s rear
hillside, it routinely comes into play given its proximity to the green.

Asphalt cart path construction specification detail.
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The plan does now link all the par three holes with paths (with improvements to Holes #4, #8) allowing these holes to be
controlled with “cart path only” enforcement to maximize turf health.
Asphalt will continue to be path choice for Columbia going forward. Keeping the paving material consistent will utilize the
well placed current paths and will allow for a more seamless phased installation going forward. In addition, the appearance of
the black asphalt surface blends most attractively with the dark landscape green hues of your traditional golf course (in stark
contrast to white concrete cart paths).

The planned re-routing of the path at the 3rd green, the path extension servicing the entire length of the 4th Hole, and the
shifting of the path behind the 4th green will dramatically improve the golf experience for both walking and riding players.
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Landscape Elements
The Columbia Country Club’s Master Plan is to provide a guiding influence for the development of the entire
golf experience for decades, including both large and small components. Appropriate inclusion (and yes,
appropriate exclusion) of landscape elements throughout the property is important to unify the golf experience.
The Master Plan embraces the landscape elements adjacent to Columbia’s stately clubhouse. From the entry
drive design, the front circle, the tennis compound, to the 1 st tee, the landscape architectural elements of the
property enhance the beauty of the grounds a great deal. The Club’s recent addition of the scoreboard and
nearby stone patio seating area is a terrific addition to the Club and will enhance the majestic view looking north
towards the 18th tee.
However, as the property extends further from the clubhouse campus, some of the existing landscape elements
detract from the overall aesthetics and experience. While this concept may be controversial for some (as
judgements of this type are certainly personal), please keep in mind the following points…
-Columbia Country Club’s property is without question traditional and historic. Properties of this type
often thrive under the “less is more” philosophy of landscape design. Simple landscape elegance, meaning
improvement through subtraction of elements (removal of fussy landscape beds, under-scaled or nonnative plant material, unnecessary cart path circles, unneeded retaining walls, even excessive use of
signage/ball washers/garbage cans) rather than addition of elements will surely beautify the landscape.
-Columbia’s terrain is amazing. The beautiful twists and turns of the ridgelines and hollows that wind
through the property are stunning. Allowing turfgrass to be lain across these landforms will allow for a
better appreciation of the course’s unique topography.

This wood chip landscape bed, located to the right of Columbia’s 1 st Hole is situated on a beautifully rugged knoll.
Unfortunately, the bed itself clutters the area and hinders the golfer’s appreciation of the landform. Not only is the
bed unattractive, but the maintenance inputs required to keep it free of unwanted growth is more labor intensive than
maintaining simple rough grass turf. Less is certainly more in this instance.

-Reducing the number of beds and plantings will allow for the reallocation of those labor efforts into
more impactful in-play areas of the property.

Columbia Country Club’s iconic clubhouse.

Removing the retaining wall to the left of the 4th tee is made possible by the relocation of the cart
path to the right side of the teeing surface. The wall is to be replaced with an elegant rough grass
hillside that blends in with the 3rd green surface.
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Landscape bed removal is planned for:

-Hole #1, right side of fairway
-Hole #3, near tee complex
-Hole #4, right side of tee complex

Opening vistas across
t he prope rty at
Columbia will enhance
the golf experience,
especially considering
the beauty of the
clubhouse.

-Hole #7, right side of tee complex
-Hole #13, left side of tee complex
Retaining wall removal is planned for:
-Hole #4 tee, left side between tee and green
-Hole #9 tee, between teeing surfaces
Selective tree management is planned throughout the property.
While much of the tree removal is meant to improve growing
environments and subsequent turf conditions, some tree removal is
meant to improve the overall landscape. This includes:
-Removing exotic plant species that appear out-of-place on the Columbia property. The golf course
should not be considered an arboretum and native species are to be preferred and encouraged.

Not all landscape beds are undesirable at Columbia. While the current backdrop of the 16 th green is not inspiring in
its current state, the landscape potential in this location is tremendous! A layered landscape pallet of pines and
flowering shrubs would create a beautiful backdrop for the green (that could also be appreciated from the
clubhouse) while also creating the necessary safety buffering from the 15 th tee.

-Removing out-of-scale plant material is scheduled as well. This would include flowering trees, shrubs,
and other smaller plant material.
-Removing plant material that blocks the view of more desirable hardwood trees (generally pines, spruces,
and cedars).

-Removing plant material that blocks vistas across the golf course towards other holes and the clubhouse
itself. The importance of this effect upon the property cannot be overstated.

A view of the 11th fairway as played in the U.S. Open. The Master Plan does not call for the wholesale
removal of trees to emulate this original condition, but this photo does provide an insight how a less
cluttered landscape magnifies the variance in the ground’s contouring.

Tree planting had begun in 1938 (guy wires are visible).
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Irrigation System
Columbia’s current irrigation system is entering its 22nd year of service, which means the system is nearing the end of its useful operating life.
The Master Plan implementation scenario assumes a phased construction process over a series of 10 years, so it is necessary to dovetail the golf
feature work with a new piping system. Since 1996, many advancements have been made in irrigation technology including:
-Smaller heads positioned in a tighter spacing pattern that throw smaller volumes of water with more accuracy.
-Improved layout control to target specific turf types (e.g. heads specifically installed to irrigate just roughs or just fairways).
-Computerized control of the system not only through the global operating computer, but also each head now has its own microcomputer built within its shell. Not only does this improve diagnostic and troubleshooting efforts, it also allows for the r emoval of
all satellite boxes that currently clutter the golf course.
-New HDPE piping has revolutionized the underground water transmission system. New HDPE pipe material has an extremely long
life-expectancy and is only joined at unions spaced 500’ apart. (for 2” lateral piping) These unions are fused, not glued. Few er
connection points that are better sealed mean fewer breaks in the future. Columbia’s current piping is PVC pipe that is glued
together at 20’ intervals. These pipes and unions are nearing their life expectancy.
-New “two-wire” systems allow for more ease in adding on to the system over time.

Irrigation control boxes spread across
the course will no longer be necessary.

This recent aerial image easily communicates the extent of the common bermudagrass encroachment that is
occurring on the property (shown as brown within this photo as it goes dormant during the winter season).
This cannot be cost-effectively prevented or reversed without improved irrigation coverage.
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A new irrigation system is vital to the success of the Master Plan. Not only is the irrigation system
nearing the end of its lifespan, improved coverage is necessary to support the proposed course
improvements. First, Columbia absolutely needs improved irrigation coverage in the roughs and
outer roughs. Currently, the heartier and tougher common bermudagrass (an undesirable weed
species) is simply out-competing the more desirable cool season Turf-Type Tall Fescue plants.
The common bermudagrass requires little water and loves the hot southern-facing slopes at
Columbia, of which there are many! Only after adequate irrigation is installed that can hydrate
these rough areas, does the Master Plan suggest that the Club invest any additional money or effort
in improving the rough conditioning at Columbia. Again, the benefits of improved rough are as
follows:

-Improved rough increases the challenge and shot value for better players. Remember, the
Plan calls for thicker, lusher rough grass maintained at a higher height of cut.
-Improved rough increases the visual contrast between the fairway and rough surrounds.
-Improved beauty of the course with a monostand of cool season turf.
Secondly, the proposed bunkering design includes abrupt grass-faced bunker banks to remain true
to the original historic design of the golf course. Localized mister head irrigation surrounding the
bunkers will best support the Tall Fescue rough sod and will help suppress the undesired
bermudagrass encroachment. In addition, this added irrigation feature will aid the Turf Care Team
in applying moisture to the bunker sand to create consistent sand conditions regardless of weather
conditions.
Re-investing in the course’s watering system is not glamourous. It is also expensive. However, it
is the most important component of the proposed improvement plan. Without it, the Turf Care
Team will not be able to provide the expected conditions going forward.

Smaller mister heads will facilitate maintenance efforts surrounding the new sand hazards.
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III. Purple Line Improvements
The Purple Line train is the new light rail transit system that is to be constructed alongside the current Capital Crescent Trail. The trail now occupies the
footprint of an abandoned freight rail line that also once bisected Columbia’s property. Like Columbia, many other great classic and historic golf courses
all over the globe are routed hard against train tracks (specifically in the British Isles where train travel was necessary to reach the club).

Due to a previous agreement, minimal impacts to the golf course occurs on the southeastern side of the tracks (the clubhouse side), with the increased
footprint of the rails and trail occurring on the northwestern side of the easement. Yes, in a perfect world there would be no commuter train routed
through the property. However, the impact to the round of golf is negligible and one could argue that the train has spurred on renovations to the adjacent
holes which improves the net golf experience despite the train’s presence. These improvements include:
-The two tunnel crossings will be rebuilt and enhanced. The tunnels will be constructed larger to fully facilitate the Turf Care Team’s movement of
equipment and supplies across the property. The tunnels will be constructed in concrete and will be more attractive than the current crossings.
The tunnel entrances will be landscaped appropriately.
-The tunnel crossing between Holes #1 and #2 will be relocated 40’ to the west as requested by the Club. The shift will improve the visual
backdrop of the 1st Hole from the fairway, will allow for the enlargement of the left fairway bail-out area, will limit disruption to play from
service traffic driving backwards through the tunnel, and will greatly improve the circulation from the tunnel towards the #2 tee complex
(providing a more elegant and efficient cart path routing).
-The 2nd fairway’s alignment will be shifted to the players left to provide additional space between the hole and the train, but there are other
benefits to this shift as well. The new left playing angle provides a more inspiring look into the green surface and creates a more level landing
zone for players (while also potentially limiting the amount of ball run-out down the hill for longer players).
-The #2 cart path will be relocated to the left as well. This shift creates a great opportunity to remove the path that circles behind the green
complex. The player will benefit from improved playability and a more attractive rear hillside behind the green.
-The cart path design also provides new space for the lengthening of the 3 rd Hole by 44 yards with the construction of a new Black Tee. Yes,
despite the rumors, Columbia Country Club’s Black Tees will GAIN length due to the Purple Line!

The Capital Crescent Trail footprint bisecting Columbia’s golf
course was once a freight train track.

Historically, trains and
golf have always
occupied adjacent
spaces (Prestwick and
Troon pictured right,
with
Jordon Spieth
Playing his second shot
at the 17th during his
final U.S. open round
at Chambers Bay).
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The light rail train system’s new train design.

The Capital Crescent Trail will continue to be in use
adjacent to the light rail tracks.

This construction detail illustrates the relationship of the tracks and the walking trail. The trains will pass on the
southeastern side of the easement (clubhouse side) with the Capital Crescent Trail located to the northwest. This
cross section image is representative of what is to be built except for the addition of a recently agreed upon
additional fence to the northwest side of the trail.
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While the train’s impacts to the golf experience are minimal, efforts have been made to further minimize any disruption by a
passing light rail train. As stated above, the 2nd fairway and path are to be shifted further from the tracks. 8’ tall fencing has
been added along the northwestern side of the Capital Crescent trail as well. The Purple Line contractors are also required
to plant a significant amount of plant material adjacent to the rails and trail. The Club’s landscape designer has worked
diligently with the Purple Line Team to select the appropriate plant types and groupings to best buffer and beautify the new
line. Please understand that the volume and sizes of the plants selected will not block the train from view. However, given
time, these plantings should mature into an additional buffer between the golf experience and the easement.

The Purple Line train and the Capital
Crescent Trail will be buffered with
landscape plantings.

The Master Plan accounts for the Purple Line train by shifting the 2nd hole to the player’s left,
improvements to the 3rd tee, and relocating the 14th green. The net effect are stronger golf
holes and increased course length despite the Purple Line installation.
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Two new tunnels are to be constructed under the train are to be renovated and have been
sized appropriately to accommodate the Turf Care Team’s equipment requirements.

The westerly tunnel that connects the 1st green and the 2nd tee is to be relocated 40’ to the west.
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#2’s teeing surfaces will be renovated during the renovation, which will direct the player further left away
from the train. The playing angle from the left into the current green is excellent. The fairway bunker
will be reconstructed further from the tee, with all efforts made to create a bold and visible hazard.

Relocating the cart path
to the left side of the hole
will not only separate the
player from the train. It
will also dramatically
improve the visual
backdrop of #2’s green
surrounds. This design
move also allows for a
new Rear Tee on Hole
#3, which creates 44
yards of additional course
length (up to 416 yards)
and an excellent angle
into the fairway.
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The most troublesome effect of the Purple Line’s construction is the necessary relocation of the 14 th green, as once the tracks are
constructed, the Purple Line’s footprint will be too close to the current green. The Master Plan outlines shifting the green forward
(towards the hole’s approach) an estimated 12 yards. We are recommending that the green be shifted following the Purple Line
construction to ensure the green is positioned correctly.

The renovated 14th green will feature the exact same green contouring as the Membership now plays using computer mapping
technology. We will simply recreate the green surface forward at the same strategic angle in relation to the line-of-play. The green
will be guarded by a fronting right bunker and a similar devilish fairway run-off area to the left. The rebuilt green will be constructed
with under drainage and a modified growing medium that will promote drainage, while still mimicking the consistency of the push-up
style greens showcased at Columbia. The existing poa annua turf will be harvested and re-installed on the new green surface to again
provide consistent playability from hole to hole.

Plantings are to be included directly behind the 14th green to minimize
distractions from passing trains or pedestrians.

The 14th green’s design, a favorite amongst the Membership, will be relocated 10-12 yards forward with
identical contours utilizing hyper-accurate topographic mapping software. The fairway run-off to the
left side of the green will also be recreated.
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Two points of access for both golfers and staff is to always be provided across work zone during construction.

During the construction of the Purple Line, the Club is to always be provided with two crossing points across the work
zone. The Purple Line contractors will be providing a flagman to escort golfers and staff traffic across the construction
zone when at-grade crossings are being utilized. Columbia’s Membership should expect to play a temporary 14 th green
for one winter season to accommodate the construction and grow-in period for the renovated green.
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IV. Practice Facility Improvements
The importance of investing in Columbia Country Club’s golf practice facilities cannot be overstated. Industry wide, the number of golf rounds is leveling off or
even falling. While this is happening, the volume of golf practice is increasing. The potential reasons for this increase are varied:
-We all now face increased time pressures. We are working more than ever, traveling more than ever, and supporting family members with their activities
and interests. There is simply not as much time to play as many four to five-hour long rounds of golf as there once might have been.
-Golf is becoming a game of scientific practice. Trackman statistics, swing aids, and video analysis is more accessible and interactive than ever.
-Practice facilities are becoming more refined, more realistic compared to on-course golf conditions, and more inspiring. Dusty “Tin Cup” type practice
grounds are no longer acceptable for private membership practice conditions. Golfers now demand true golf conditioning, an effective 19th Hole to
hone one’s game.
-If properly designed (including informal seating and patio areas), well-conceived practice facilities are becoming a new social hub of activity for the golf
operation. Perhaps due to the increased time spent practicing, or perhaps due to hand held technology “breaks” and our non-stop but more informal
work scheduling; players are lingering and socializing in these areas. Practice areas that feature food or beverage service nearby (as is Columbia’s
potential for the Snack Shack short game area) are especially thriving.
-The rise of indoor hitting buildings is creating comfortable year-round practice conditions and a more private/controlled instructional environment as
well.

Private clubs are realizing this trend. In turn, they are improving their facilities to compete for private membership market share. Improving practice facilities
allow the following benefits to private clubs:
-The ability to attract and retain serious golfers is improved.
-The ability to attract and retain young and active families is improved as these families are impacted most by the time pressures referenced above. In
addition, the potential for spouses and children to be introduced to the game in a non-threatening practice environment is increased as well.
-First impressions for the golf facility are improved. This is a simple but important observation. The member or guest’s first impression of the golf course
is generally not the first tee box, but it is the driving range and putting green. These facilities set the tone for the day’s experience.
Columbia Country Club can certainly benefit from improved practice areas. First, many of Columbia’s neighboring facilities have recently completed or are in the
process of planning extensive practice facility improvements including Chevy Chase Club, Bethesda Country Club, Congressional Country Club and TPC at
Avenel Farm. Secondly, Columbia’s practice facilities face certain deficiencies that can be successfully addressed. The driving range grass tee is undersized, the
facility lacks covered or enclosed teeing stations, and the target landing area is rather short. The #19 practice green (the rear green by the flagpole) is handicapped
by a green with excessive slope and a lack of useable fairway and rough surround turf for pitching and chipping. The two existing short game areas are remote
facilities, less than inspiring, and are not a true destination facility (required if it is a satellite practice area).
Despite these challenges there is a great deal of practice facility potential at Columbia…

Enhancing Columbia’s practice areas will grow the game for the
next generation’s players.
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Driving Range Facility
Columbia’s driving range is handicapped by two issues. First, the natural grass teeing surfaces are too small for the Club’s active Membership. Their total square
footage measure just ¾ of an acre. This lack of space means that the turf’s divot pressure is often unable to recover quickly enough to handle the next rotation’s
play. The second issue revolves around the overall length of the range. The driving range measures 250 yards long from the existing synthetic tee line, but just
200 yards long from the front of the lower tee. The insufficient length of the range exasperates the tee size issue as the lower tee is often not an ideal hitting
option for many players.

Given these two factors, the Master Plan focuses on adding grass tee square footage towards the back of the existing tee line. Not only does this increase the
natural grass hitting area, but by enlarging the tees backward, it also effectively lengthens the entire range as well. By relocating the synthetic hitting stations back
closer to the entry drive 18’, the Club will realize an increase of 5,200 square feet of natural teeing surface. As depicted within the detailed plans and elevations,
seven of the synthetic teeing stations will be “open air” stations (closest to the clubhouse), the middle ten synthetic stations will be covered stations, with the final
angled station (closest to Connecticut Avenue) containing an indoor instructional hitting area. The covered hitting stations will enhance the practice experience
for players looking to practice during inclement weather or excessive sun. The proposed structure’s architecture will provide a refined appearance for cars
progressing along the entry drive, all while maximizing the range’s available space. The building’s envisioned stone, stucco, and terra cotta materials will
complement the existing facilities nicely.

The driving range floor will be simplified. The target bunkers will be removed and re-graded. This improvement will not only create a more maintainable range,
it will also facilitate ball retrieval. Simplifying the range floor will improve the aesthetics of the facility, creating a more elegant facility.

Despite the recent grass teeing surface conversion to
Latitude 36, the Club must be careful to preserve the tee’s
turf conditioning.

The key to a successful range renovation is to become more efficient with the acreage
between the Club’s entry drive and the driving range tee.
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Evidently, driving range
teeing space has always been
a concern at Columbia (1938).

Columbia’s potential driving range structure.

Columbia’s potential driving range design will not only improve golf
practice, but will enhance the entry drive experience.
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“19 Green” Facility
Although not original, the 19th green
dominates the landscape when peering north
from the clubhouse across the golf course.
The large green, framed by the flagpole, is
perched upon a knoll that rises 14-34’ above
the surrounding terrain. It is iconic.
The functionality of the 19th green and its
surrounding is less than ideal however. #19’s
current deficiencies include:

#19 Green image, captured from a 1938 video

-The green is contoured with excessive slope. The extreme topography limits desirable putting and chipping
practice.
-There is very limited chipping and pitching area surrounding the green (from angles in which the green
receives the shot). This lack of usable space severely limits the functionality of the green.
-The area does not contain a sand bunker or varied practice possibilities to create a stimulating practice
session.
-The adjacent instructional tee is undersized and unlevel. This tee also requires play to fire across the 18 th
fairway, a less than desirable condition for players below and for mid-morning maintenance efforts.

The current green occupies all the space at the top of the knoll, drastically limiting practice
opportunities surrounding it.

The proposed plan transforms and maximizes the available space for the #19 green area:
-The top of the knoll will be lowered by an average of 3’. This excavation will accomplish many things. First,
lowering the top of the knoll will make the available footprint to build upon immediately larger. Secondly,
the excavation will provide fill soil placed to broaden the base of the knoll, again increasing the square
footage of acquired usable space (extending all the way out to the existing #18 cart path). Lowering the
knoll also creates an improved tie-in and softer slopes with the adjacent 17th teeing grounds.
-The main green will be rebuilt at the lower elevation. Its area will be expanded to 10,290 square feet. The
green will be sculpted into two distinct sections. A flatter portion of the green will be contoured closer to
the clubhouse, which will be ideal for putting. Below the ridgeline, the green contouring will be a bit
quicker but still much less pitched than portions of the existing green.

.
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-An additional smaller 3,750 square foot green is to be added in the location of the current gazebo. This green is to receive
pitching and chipping shots as well. The green will also showcase a sand bunker that has been positioned for safe bunker
practice. The bunker has also been strategically positioned to limit its view from the clubhouse. The current gazebo is to
be removed to facilitate the expansion of the practice area. This ground is just too valuable to be underutilized as is the
current gazebo.
-The fairway approach is to be dramatically enlarged to provide versatile and safe chipping/pitching practice. Perhaps more
important than the increased size of the new fairway is the fact that the fairway hits into the green’s slope to best mimic
the fairway approaches on the golf course. Visually, the enlarged fairway approach will add to the historic character of the
area.
-A rough grass pitching hollow will be sculpted between the two greens and the 17 th green. This pitching “pit” will enhance
the charm of the facility and blend the green’s features into the new #17
White tee box.
-A modestly sized seating patio is to anchor the entire #19 green site,
creating a comfortable and inviting space. The materials will emulate the
recent successful patio area overlooking the 18th green. The flagpole will
be relocated and stationed within the patio. The rear of the patio will be
landscaped, and this bed will join with the plantings cascading down the
hillside toward the rear #16 tees.
Please note that while the Master Plan is developing this area to become more
usable and dynamic, its appearance from the clubhouse will remain understated and
traditional. It will appear “old” in its styling and once built, it will appear to have
graced the landscape for generations.
“Coach” will be best remembered by relocating the Strausbaugh
plaque from the underutilized gazebo and relocating it to the
proposed patio seating area adjacent to the #19 green.

The proposed slope analysis for the new #19 green illustrates the conceived contouring
with two distinct areas .

The section outlines the lowering of the 19th green knoll which provides additional fairway approach practice space.
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“20 Green” Facility (Front Putting Green)
The #20 green has been recently improved. The contours have been modestly softened to enhance putting and to
create a more elegant landform (and easier to maintain green) within the effective front yard of the Club. However,
the eastern portion of the green still provides some interesting putting challenges! In addition, screening has been
planted adjacent to Connecticut Avenue to create a more pleasant and private putting experience.

The front putting lawn is a historic component of the clubhouse campus.

.
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Snack Shack Short Game Area Facility
The “Snack Shack” moniker references the turn house located adjacent to the 8 th tee. Locating the new practice
areas adjacent to the snack shack provides food and beverage service for this satellite facility. The plan compliments
this amenity with a planned seating patio and covered pavilion that overlooks the putting green portion of the
practice grounds. The facility is further refined by linking the improvements to the 8 th tee (which is adjusted to
improve playability for forward tee players and to provide additional space for the practice area), and by screening
views of the maintenance compound.
This short game area design is extensive, beautiful, and inspiring; requirements for the satellite facility. Its unique
relationship with the current food service nearby creates a true destination area for the Columbia Membership.
The practice grounds are comprehensive. It provides everything a player would want to see in a short game area
within its 1.7 acre footprint including:
-The large 8,860 square foot practice green has been designed for putting and shorter pitching practice. The
upper plateau (closest to the pavilion) is a defined putting area with softer slopes. The lower portions of
the green receives play from two shorter fairway approaches and a modestly sized greenside bunker. By
limiting approach shots to shorter practice, the safety of this green is maximized (to accommodate
multiple players), and pitch mark damage on the green surface is minimized (to allow the entire green to
be used for putting practice if desired).
-The smaller 4,300 square foot practice green has been designed to receive longer pitching practice. This
green will be sloped to receive shots from the two fairway approaches. The left fairway approach features
an uphill pitch with the right fairway approach features a level shot. This green is smaller and will be
more heavily contoured as it is intended as a target only with limited putting practice taking place here.

The Snack Shack short game area creates a dynamic and comfortable practice facility

The relationship between the short game features and the pavilion/snack shack will create an inspiring facility.

.
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-In total, players will have the opportunity to practice upon over ½ acre of fairway approach turf. The
fairways will be gently contoured to allow for the distribution of divot pressure but the players will be able
to find varying lies and stances if desired. The expanse of fairways will maximize the number of players
that can safely utilize the practice grounds at one time.
-The three bunkers incorporated into the design will provide practice from sand with depths ranging from 2’
to 6’ deep. The bunkers (and the entire short game facility) will mimic the golf course design in styling,
construction methods, and materials.
-Surrounding rough grass practice will provide similar lies, depths, and stances as found on Columbia’s layout.
-A two-station hitting net is also planned near the facility for longer swings. This feature helps create a more
complete practice area without occupying a great deal of space.
This comprehensive facility will feature landscaping, cart parking, car parking for Members as well, walking paths,
seating areas, etc. The space will be refined. It’s linkage to the snack shack will enhance this destination practice
ground.
The Snack Shack provides a key element in creating a destination short game area facility.

Constructing this short game area will also allow for the decommissioning of the two existing chipping greens located
elsewhere on the property.
A portion of the 8th tee is planned to be altered during the construction of the short game area. The new tee design
enhances the golf hole for forward tee players by improving the angle into the heavily contoured and well defended
green surface. The tee design also creates more variety in hole length and increases the tee square footage for this par
three hole.

The 8th tee is to be improved during the short game area construction.

The plan calls for screening the maintenance compound to create a refined practice experience for the Members.
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#12 Existing Chipping Green
The #12 chipping green is to be removed to beautify the landscape, to accommodate a future modest fairway shift on Hole #12, and to accommodate a new cart path location
on Hole #12. With the planned improvements to the 19th green facility and the new Snack Shack short game area, this chipping green is no longer necessary to maintain.

The #12 chipping green was once an alternate green for the 12th and has
since been converted into a practice green.

The current #12 chipping green.

#15 Existing Chipping Green
Like the 12th practice area, the modest chipping green near the 15 th fairway is to be removed. It’s small size, rather sever topography, and location near
the new light rail line drove this decision. This space is to be best utilized as a turf nursery for the Turf Care Team as the current nursery is lost due to
the planned Snack Shack practice area improvements.

The current #15 chipping green.
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V. Playability Impacts
While it is impossible to gauge the exact course difficulty impact of the changes to the golf course, this analysis provides a broad outline of the net result. As you
review the Master Plan’s playability impacts, we encourage you to consider the entire round of golf. Yes, some shots or holes may become more difficult or more
forgiving, but that impact may be counterbalanced by other improvements later in the round.
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Rear Tee Players
Black Tee players face a challenging golf course at Columbia. The course features stern Par 3’s and only two Par 5’s to limit
scoring opportunities in relation to par. Although currently playing under 6,700 yards, the par of just 70 equates to a similar Par
72 golf course of over 7000 yards. This is a lot of golf to play especially considering Columbia’s topography.
We anticipate a very modest increase in course difficulty for rear tee players due to:
-Increased height of rough cut once appropriate course infrastructure is in place to support it.
-82 yards of additional length for Black Tee golfers. This length is being introduced with strategic angles of play as well.

-Relocated select fairway bunkers to challenge longer play.
-These increases in challenge will be somewhat counterbalanced by select tree removal on the course, shallowing of the
fairway bunkers, and increased fairway approach width.

Mid Tee Players
We anticipate very little change in difficulty for middle tee players. Bunkers may become slightly more playable while the rough
becomes slightly more challenging… but the net effect is negligible.

Given the topography over Columbia’s grounds, gravity is perhaps the course’s greatest defense!

Forward Tee Players
Forward tee players, both men and women, will enjoy an enhanced experience at Columbia. We anticipate just a slightly more forgiving
layout for this group due to the following:
-Select forward tees have been relocated to provide more advantageous angles into the landing areas.
-The current fairway bunkering is framed with rather high mounding surrounding the hazards. Not only does this impact the
maintainability of the bunkers as discussed previously, it also makes it overly difficult for high-handicap players to extract
their ball from the sand. This condition is lessened through the Master plan program with the proposed bunker styling.
-Select bunkers have been relocated to open shorter hitter’s landing zones (both in the fairway and short of the green). The
overall goal of the plan’s hazard placement is to balance the design by challenging better players while allowing lesser skilled
players to successfully advance their ball.

Select fairway approaches have been widened to again allow for run-up approaches. Approach width is a significant design tool to
moderate a course’s difficulty… low-handicap players feature primarily aerial approaches into greens, so approach width is oftentimes
less impactful to them, while high-handicappers are utilizing the ground game more often to run their ball onto the putting surfaces .

The current fairway bunkering is often quite difficult for high-handicap players
to escape. This excessively challenging condition begins on the right side of the
very first fairway.
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Please note that the Master Plan does call for increased rough-cut height of 3.5” once investments have been made in drainage, irrigation,
cart paths, and greenside surround sodding. This will no doubt increase the difficulty of the rough from the forward tees. However,
forward tee/shorter hitting players generally spend less time in the rough (due to teeing their ball closer to the fairway and their slower
swing speeds which relaxes the angles of miss-hit shots) than their faster swinging playing partners.

For women now playing the current Par 74 golf course, there is another noteworthy improvement to consider. The Master Plan calls for
the conversion of the course to a Par 72 layout. New forward tee designs for the 6 th and 10th Holes allow for these holes to be played as
Par 4’s instead of Par 5’s. The Red Tees will in turn be shortened by 146 yards over these two holes and the Green Tees will be shortened
by 53 yards. The aggregate difficulty impacts for this change is interesting. For the Club’s stronger forward tee players who are challenged
by par, the golf course will become more difficult, as these Par 5’s provided scoring opportunities. For higher-handicap players who are
not concerned by par, the course will become more enjoyable as the overall length of the course is shortened. For all players, the rhythm
of the round of golf will be improved. Currently, the Red and Green Tees play six Par 5’s in a span of just eight holes (including four
holes in a row). This condition is alleviated within the Master plan scorecard.

The 6th and the 10th will soon play as Par 4’s for all players.

The 3rd’s approach
will be modified to
create
a
more
forgiving alleyway
to allow shorter/less
skilled players to run
their ball on to the
green with a less
lofted approach.
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All Players
The Master Plan outlines a golf course that is more FUN for all players:
-The current golf course features a spread of 1,502 yards between the Black and the Green Markers. The Master Plan widens that spread to 1,647
yards. Although small, this increase allows for more enjoyment of the course by the fringes (the lowest and highest handicappers) at the Club.
-The consistency of the course will be improved through investments in infrastructure (drainage, irrigation, bunker construction, etc.). These
improvements will allow Staff to prepare the golf course in a more consistent manner regardless of weather extremes.
-The addition of select and strategic fairway width will create interesting line-of-play options for the thoughtful player.
-The beauty of the course will be augmented through landscape (both through addition and subtraction of landscape elements) and cart path
improvements.
-The visual definition of each hole will be improved. Healthier and thicker rough turf will frame each hole. The first-cut rough leading into the
bunkering will showcase each hazard. Bunkers with sand plainly in view (and that can also be entered easily by all players) will also frame the
landing areas. This contrast will create a more inspiring golf experience.
-Don’t forget the practice facilities! While not a playability issue per se, the improved facilities will greatly increase the FUN of the golf experience at
Columbia Country Club.

The plan strives to increase the tee marker flexibility on each hole where appropriate.

The Master plan’s design for the 16th is an ideal solution
to increasing the course’s difficulty for rear tee players
while not over-penalizing forward tee players. The Black
and Blue Markers are to be lengthened in conjunction
with the proposed tee enlargement to create a stiffer
challenge. The fronting greenside pond is also to be
enlarged to the left, challenging these players from this
teeing angle, but the proposed pond expansion comes
much less into play for forward tee players who are
attacking the hole from a further right teeing angle.
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VI. Hole-by-Hole Analysis
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